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a b s t r a c t
An accurate and efficient semi-analytic integration technique is developed for three-
dimensional hypersingular boundary integral equations of potential theory. Investigated in
the context of a Galerkin approach, surface integrals are defined as limits to the boundary
and linear surface elements are employed to approximate the geometry and field variables
on the boundary. In the inner integration procedure, all singular and non-singular integrals
over a triangular boundary element are expressed exactly as analytic formulae over the
edges of the integration triangle. In the outer integration scheme, closed-form expressions
are obtained for the coincident case, wherein the divergent terms are identified explicitly
and are shown to cancel with corresponding terms from the edge-adjacent case. The
remaining surface integrals, containing onlyweak singularities, are carried out successfully
by use of standard numerical cubatures. Sample problems are included to illustrate the
performance and validity of the proposed algorithm.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The computational treatment of three-dimensional elliptic boundary-value problems via the boundary integral equation
(BIE) method often involves hypersingular BIEs [1,2]. In the boundary element method (BEM), hypersingular BIEs are
essential when dealing with crack problems [3], symmetric Galerkin BIEs [4] and error estimation methods [5]. It is
therefore important to design effective and reliable techniques for evaluating accurately and efficiently hypersingular
surface integrals.
To this end, several approaches have been proposed in the literature to deal with the double surface integrals featuring
strongly-singular and hypersingular kernels associated with a Galerkin approximation. For three-dimensional problems,
regularization techniques based on Stokes theorem that require reformulation of the integrands to reduce the order of
singularity to weakly-singular BIEs can be found in [6,7]. The resulting weakly-singular integrals are carried out numerically
using ordinary methods. In addition, one can mention direct evaluation schemes [8–10] based on Hadamard finite part
definition to assign finite values to potentially unbounded integrals. In these Hadamard finite part strategies, the inner
integrals are calculated exactly and the outer integrals are computed with suitable numerical cubatures.
In another direct evaluation method called limit to the boundary approach [11,12], the divergent terms in hypersingular
integrals are explicitly identified and removed leaving integrals that can be handled via standard cubatures. In the limit to
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the boundary technique, there is no reformulation of the underlying integral equations, and there is no need for Cauchy
principal value and Hadamard finite part definitions.
In view of the inherent challenges associated with a comprehensive and efficient treatment of element integrals
stemming from aGalerkin discretization of hypersingular BIEs over polygonal boundaries, and in order to design an accurate
and stable general purpose algorithm for solving three-dimensional problems of potential theory, a semi-analytic technique
that is based on the limit to the boundary approach is proposed in this article. Upon utilizing piecewise linear shape functions
over flat triangles, the inner integration procedure is carried out exactly by means of the recursive formulae developed
in [13]. In the outer integration scheme, closed-form expressions are derived for the coincident case, wherein the divergent
terms are explicitly identified. Due to the edge-by-edge feature of the foregoingmethodology, analytic expressions together
with divergent terms have also been obtained for the common edge in the edge-adjacent case. These divergent terms in the
edge-adjacent case are shown to cancel with corresponding terms from the coincident integration. With the aid of several
Duffy transformations [14,15], the weak singularities in the remaining edge-adjacent case and vertex-adjacent integration
are completely removed leaving only regular integrals that are handled bywell-established cubaturemethods to any desired
accuracy.
It should be noted that the foregoing technique has also been applied to the singular Galerkin BIEs of potential theory
involving only weakly-singular and strongly-singular kernels. Exact formulae have also been obtained for the coincident
case and for the common edge in the edge-adjacent case.
Details of the foregoing limit to the boundary approach, including the explicit identification of divergent terms in
hypersingular Galerkin integrals, are elucidated. Numerical examples are included to illustrate the performance and validity
of the proposed method.
2. Problem formulation
Consider the numerical treatment of the Laplace equation ∇2u = 0 in a bounded domainΩ ⊂ R3 with boundary Γ via
a BIE method. To solve the foregoing problem, letΩ = Ω ∪Γ , and for some R 3 ε > 0, select xε ∈ R3 \Ω to be an exterior
point toΩ . In addition, let n be the unit normal to Γ directed towards the exterior ofΩ and denote by t = ∂u/∂n the flux
associated with the potential u.
On employing the integral representation formula for the gradient of u [1], the potential u and flux t onΓ can be obtained
by solving the hypersingular BIE
n(x) ·
{
lim
xε→x∈Γ
(∫
Γ
H(xε, y) t(y) dΓy +
∫
Γ
T (xε, y) · n(y) u(y) dΓy
)}
= 0, (1)
where the strongly-singular and hypersingular kernels, H and T , are given respectively by
H(x, y) = 1
4pi
x− y
‖x− y‖3 , T (x, y) =
1
4pi
[
I2
‖x− y‖3 − 3
(x− y)⊗ (x− y)
‖x− y‖5
]
, x 6= y. (2)
In (2), I2 is the symmetric, second-order identity tensor; the variable x ∈ R3 is frequently called the source point whereas
y ∈ R3 is termed the receiver or field point. Note that thenumerical treatment presented in this study is applicable regardless
of the types of boundary conditions, i.e., Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed boundary conditions.
2.1. Galerkin approximation
With reference to Fig. 1, assume that Γ is the surface a polyhedron and consider a triangulation of Γ = ⋃ Eq into
closed and non-overlapping surface elements such that Eq is an open flat triangle. Let NE be the total number of elements
(triangles) on Γ . A usual procedure in the numerical treatment of (1) is to expand the boundary potential u and flux t in
terms of respective nodal values and basis shape functions ψj at discrete points y j on Γ as follows
u(y) =
N∑
j=1
u(y j) ψj(y), t(y) =
N∑
j=1
t(y j) ψj(y), y j, y ∈ Γ , (3)
where N is the total number of boundary nodes on Γ .
With such definitions, a Galerkin approach for solving (1) requires that∫
Γ
ψi(x) n(x) ·
{
lim
xε→x∈Γ
(∫
Γ
H(xε, y) t(y) dΓy +
∫
Γ
T (xε, y) · n(y) u(y) dΓy
)}
dΓx = 0. (4)
With the aid of (3), Eq. (4) reduces to a dense linear system for boundary potential u and flux t as
G{t} = H{u}, (5)
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Fig. 1. Left: Discretization of a standard cube utilizing 768 triangles with 486 nodes. Middle: Triangulation of a cylindrical tube using 1600 triangles with
896 nodes. Right: Triangulation of a unit sphere employing 376 triangles with 190 nodes.
where {u} and {t} are vectors containing nodal potentials u(y j) and fluxes t(y j) respectively. The entries of influencematrices
G and H are expressed as
Gij =
NEi∑
p=1
NEj∑
q=1
Gpqij , G
pq
ij = −
∫
Ep
ψi(x) n(x) ·
(
lim
xε→x
∫
Eq
H(xε, y) ψj(y) dΓy
)
dΓx, (6)
and
Hij =
NEi∑
p=1
NEj∑
q=1
Hpqij , H
pq
ij =
∫
Ep
ψi(x) n(x) ·
(
lim
xε→x
∫
Eq
T (xε, y) · n(y) ψj(y) dΓy
)
dΓx, (7)
where Ep ∈ supp(ψi), Eq ∈ supp(ψj) and NEi is the number of boundary elements in supp(ψi).
Upon prescribing the boundary conditions for the specific boundary-value problem associatedwith the Laplace equation,
the dense linear system of algebraic equations (5) can be recast as
A{z} = {f }, (8)
where all unknown quantities on the boundary Γ have been collected in {z}, and {f } is a vector whose entries are obtained
from known boundary data.
Remark 1. By definition, the local contributions Gpqij and H
pq
ij expressed in (6) and (7) only involve a pair of interacting
triangles Ep and Eq. In addition, the limit to the boundary xε → x ∈ Ep is understood as the limit when a source point
xε ∈ R3 \ Ω approaches the triangular element Ep. Therefore, special care must be taken when Ep ∩ Eq 6= ∅. This type
of direct limit to the boundary has been studied in [11]. Moreover, xε can safely be replaced by x when Ep and Eq do not
intersect, i.e. the non-singular case.
2.2. Surface potentials
In view of the Galerkin integrals (6) and (7), it is useful to introduce the adjoint double-layer potential
S qj (x) = −
∫
Eq
H(x, y) ψj(y) dΓy, x ∈ R3, (9)
and the ‘‘quadruple-layer’’ potential
T qj (x) =
∫
Eq
T (x, y) · n(y) ψj(y) dΓy, x ∈ R3, (10)
over a generic triangle Eq for an arbitrary source point x ∈ R3. For a linear shape function ψj over a flat triangle Eq, surface
potentials (9) and (10) can be evaluated exactly through the use of the recursive formulae provided in [13]. These analytic
expressions will be utilized in the foregoing analysis.
3. Treatment of singular integrals
To effectively deal with the local contributions Gpqij and H
pq
ij given in (6) and (7), one must first provide settings in which
surface potentials (9) and (10) are expressed as analytic formulae over the edges of Eq. To this end, let the generic triangles
Ep and Eq be selected and fixed. With reference to Fig. 2(a), let {y1, y2, y3} ⊂ R3 be the position vectors of the vertices of
the generic triangle Eq. For a fixed element Eq, let L = ∂Eq and define the oriented segments L1 =
[
y1, y2
]
, L2 =
[
y2, y3
]
,
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Fig. 2. Local coordinate system associated with a generic triangle Eq .
L3 =
[
y3, y1
]
so that L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3. Now, let {x; e1, e2, e3} be a local orthonormal companion reference of R3 such that
(i) the unit vector e1 is parallel to L1, and (ii) e3 ⊥ Eq and points in the direction of the unit ‘‘outward’’ normal to Γ on Eq.
Notice that the basis vector ei (i = 1, 2, 3) is a constant vector on Eq. Moreover,
e3 = n(y), y ∈ Eq. (11)
Next, let PEq be the plane of Eq spanned by {e1, e2} and denote by x˜ ∈ PEq the orthogonal projection of the source point x onPEq in the direction e3. In this setting, {x˜; e1, e2} is the induced reference on PEq .These definitions introduce a local coordinate system {x; ξ, ζ , η˜} associated with Eq in R3. In {x; e1, e2, e3}, the position
vector r of an arbitrary field point y ∈ PEq admits the decomposition
r = y − x = ξ e1 + ζ e2 + η˜ e3. (12)
In particular, the position vectors r j of the respective vertices y j of Eq are calculated as
r j = y j − x = ξj e1 + ζj e2 + η˜ e3, j = 1, 2, 3. (13)
By construction, ζ1 = ζ2. In view of (12), one can write
x˜ − x = η˜ e3. (14)
Thus, the parameter η˜ characterizes the relative distance between the source point x and the plane of Eq. Moreover, the
distance between the field point y ∈ PEq and the source point x ∈ R3 is expressible as
r = ‖y − x‖ =
√
ξ 2 + ζ 2 + η˜2. (15)
Upon setting∆ = (ξ2 − ξ1)(ζ3 − ζ1), the linear shape functions ψj on Eq can be expressed as
ψj(y) ≡ ψj(ξ , ζ ) = aj ξ + bj ζ + cj, j = 1, 2, 3, y ∈ Eq, (16)
where the coefficients aj and bj (j = 1, 2, 3) do not depend on x and take the form
a1 = − 1
ξ2 − ξ1 , a2 =
1
ξ2 − ξ1 , a3 = 0; b1 =
ξ3 − ξ2
∆
, b2 = ξ1 − ξ3
∆
, b3 = 1
ζ3 − ζ1 . (17)
The free terms cj (j = 1, 2, 3) in (16) depend on the source point x, i.e. cj = cj(x), and are given as
c1 = ξ2 ζ3 − ξ3 ζ2
∆
, c2 = ξ3 ζ1 − ξ1 ζ3
∆
, c3 = − ζ1
ζ3 − ζ1 . (18)
Furthermore, c1 + c2 + c3 = 1. Indeed, from the decomposition (13), the components ξj, ζj (j = 1, 2, 3) and η˜ separately
depend on x. Whereas the difference r j − rk = y j − yk = (ξj − ξk) e1 + (ζj − ζk) e2 does not depend on the source point x.
By virtue of (2), (12), (15) and (16), it can be shown that the double-layer and ‘‘quadruple-layer’’ potentials (9) and (10) are
expressible in {x; e1, e2, e3} as
S qj (x) =
1
4pi
[
Gqj1(x) e1 + Gqj2(x) e2 + Gqj3(x) e3
]
,
T qj (x) =
1
4pi
[
Hqj1(x) e1 + Hqj2(x) e2 + Hqj3(x) e3
]
,
x ∈ R3, (19)
where
Gqj1(x) = aj Iξξ3 + bj Iξζ3 + cj Iξ3 , Hqj1(x) = −3η˜
[
aj I
ξξ
5 + bj Iξζ5 + cj Iξ5
]
,
Gqj2(x) = aj Iξζ3 + bj Iζ ζ3 + cj Iζ3 , Hqj2(x) = −3η˜
[
aj I
ξζ
5 + bj Iζ ζ5 + cj Iζ5
]
, (20)
Gqj3(x) = η˜
[
aj I
ξ
3 + bj Iζ3 + cj I3
]
, Hqj3(x) = aj(Iξ3 − 3η˜2Iξ5 )+ bj(Iζ3 − 3η˜2Iζ5 )+ cj(I3 − 3η˜2I5)
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in terms of the generic integrals
I3 =
∫
Eq
1
r3
ds, Iξ3 =
∫
Eq
ξ
r3
ds, Iζ3 =
∫
Eq
ζ
r3
ds, Iξξ3 =
∫
Eq
ξ 2
r3
ds,
Iξζ3 =
∫
Eq
ξζ
r3
ds, Iζ ζ3 =
∫
Eq
ζ 2
r3
ds, I5 =
∫
Eq
1
r5
ds, Iξ5 =
∫
Eq
ξ
r5
ds, (21)
Iζ5 =
∫
Eq
ζ
r5
ds, Iξξ5 =
∫
Eq
ξ 2
r5
ds, Iξζ5 =
∫
Eq
ξζ
r5
ds, Iζ ζ5 =
∫
Eq
ζ 2
r5
ds.
The dependence of the generic integrals (21) on the source point x ∈ R3 is not included here for brevity.
Similarly, let {x1, x2, x3} ⊂ R3 be the position vectors of the vertices of the flat triangle Ep. Also, define the oriented
segments L′1 =
[
x1, x2
]
, L′2 =
[
x2, x3
]
, L′3 =
[
x3, x1
]
so that the boundary contour of Ep is ∂Ep = L′ = L′1 ∪ L′2 ∪ L′3. On
element Ep, there exists a local orthonormal companion basis {e′1, e′2, e′3} of R3 such that (i) the unit vector e′1 is parallel to
L′1, and (ii) e
′
3 ⊥ Ep and points in the direction of the unit ‘‘outward’’ normal to Γ on Ep. In what follows, e′i (i = 1, 2, 3) are
constant vectors on Ep, and
e′3 = n(x), x ∈ Ep. (22)
With the orthonormal bases {e1, e2, e3} and {e′1, e′2, e′3} inR3, one can locally introduce an orthogonal matrix C ∈ R3×3 with
components Cij such that
e′j = C1j e1 + C2j e2 + C3j e3, j = 1, 2, 3. (23)
This orthogonal matrix C characterizes the transition from the companion basis {e1, e2, e3} of Eq to the companion basis
{e′1, e′2, e′3} of Ep in R3.
Now, by use of (9), (10), (19), (22), (23), the Galerkin integrals Gpqij and H
pq
ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) expressed in (6) and (7), from
two generic flat triangles Ep and Eq, can be written as
Gpqij =
1
4pi
[
Gpqij1 C13 + Gpqij2 C23 + Gpqij3 C33
]
, Hpqij =
1
4pi
[
Hpqij1 C13 + Hpqij2 C23 + Hpqij3 C33
]
, (24)
where
Gpqijl =
∫
Ep
ψi(x)
(
lim
xε→x
Gqjl(xε)
)
dΓx, H
pq
ijl =
∫
Ep
ψi(x)
(
lim
xε→x
Hqjl(xε)
)
dΓx. (25)
In (24), i and j are local indices to elements Ep and Eq respectively. In (25), the functions G
q
jl(z) and H
q
jl(z), z ∈ R3 (l = 1, 2, 3)
are given by (20).
3.1. Explicit expressions for surface potentials
With reference to Fig. 2(a), let θi ∈ (0, pi) be the inclusion angle at vertex y i (i = 1, 2, 3) of Eq such that θ1+ θ2+ θ3 = pi .
In addition to θi, let
α1 ≡ 0, α2 = pi − θ2, α3 = pi + θ1. (26)
With these angles αi (i = 1, 2, 3), one can introduce three local orthonormal companion references of R3 with origin
at the source point x, {x; epi , eqi , e3}, such that epi is parallel to Li (i = 1, 2, 3) and e3 ⊥ Eq. References {x; epi , eqi , e3}
induce local coordinate systems {x; pi, qi, η˜} associated with each edge Li of Eq in R3 such that pi = ξ cosαi + ζ sinαi and
qi = −ξ sinαi + ζ cosαi. Moreover, {x˜; pi, qi} are local coordinate systems on PEq . Next, let (p
j
i, q
j
i, η˜) be the coordinate in
{x; epi , eqi , e3} of the jth vertex r j of Eq. With these definitions and (13), the distance between the source point x and the
vertex y j can be calculated as
ρj =
√
(pji)2 + (qji)2 + η˜2. (27)
In the local coordinate systems {x; pi, qi, η˜}, defined for each side Li (i = 1, 2, 3) of Eq,
q11 = q21 ≡ q1, q22 = q32 ≡ q2, q33 = q13 ≡ q3. (28)
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To facilitate the foregoing analysis, it is useful to introduce the following generic functions for every oriented edge Li =[
y i, y i+1
]
of Eq as
χi(x) = ln
[
pii + ρi
]− ln [pi+1i + ρi+1] , δi(x) = piiρi − p
i+1
i
ρi+1
, Li(x) = 1
ρi
− 1
ρi+1
,
γi(x) = arctan
( −2 pii qi η˜ ρi
(qi)2 (ρi)2 − (pii)2 η˜2
)
− arctan
(
−2 pi+1i qi η˜ ρi+1
(qi)2 (ρi+1)2 − (pi+1i )2 η˜2
)
, (29)
ρ˜i(x) = ρi − ρi+1, di = (qi)2 + η˜2, i = 1, 2, 3,
where the subscript or superscript ‘‘4’’ should be replaced by ‘‘1’’. Note that pji = pji(x), qi = qi(x), η˜ = η˜(x), ρi = ρi(x),
di = di(x). This dependence of pji, qi, η˜, ρi, di on the source point x ∈ R3 is omitted here and in what follows for brevity.
Finally, define the function
θ(x) =

1
2
3∑
k=1
γk(x)+ θo(x), if η˜ > 0
1
2
3∑
k=1
γk(x)− θo(x), if η˜ ≤ 0
(30)
when evaluating the fluxes and potentials on the boundary Γ , where
θo(x) =

0, if x˜ ∈ PEq \ Eqθi, if x˜ = y
i, i = 1, 2, 3
pi, if x˜ ∈ ∂Eq \ {y
1, y2, y3}
2pi, if x˜ ∈ Eq.
(31)
On the basis of these definitions, one can write exact formulae for all integrals featured in (21). Details on the derivation
of these integrals can be found in [13]. With these recursive formulae, one can express via (20) the components Gqjl of the
double-layer potential S qj as
Gqj1(x) =
3∑
k=1
(ρ˜k(x) sinαk + qk χk(x) cosαk) aˆkj + cj(x)
3∑
k=1
χk(x) sinαk − aj η˜ θ(x) (32)
Gqj2(x) =
3∑
k=1
sinαk
(
ρ˜k(x) bˆkj + qk χk(x) aˆkj
)
− cj(x)
3∑
k=1
χk(x) cosαk − bj η˜ θ(x) (33)
Gqj3(x) = η˜
3∑
k=1
χk(x) bˆkj + cj(x) θ(x), x ∈ R3, (34)
where
aˆkj = aj cosαk + bj sinαk, bˆkj = aj sinαk − bj cosαk, k, j = 1, 2, 3. (35)
Similarly, the components Hqjl of the ‘‘quadruple-layer’’ potential T
q
j are evaluated via (20) as
Hqj1(x) = η˜
3∑
k=1
sinαk
(
Lk(x) aˆkj + qkdk δk(x) bˆkj
)
− η˜ cj(x)
3∑
k=1
δk(x)
dk
sinαk − aj θ(x), (36)
Hqj2(x) = η˜
3∑
k=1
(
Lk(x) sinαk − qkdk δk(x) cosαk
)
bˆkj + η˜ cj(x)
3∑
k=1
δk(x)
dk
cosαk − bj θ(x), (37)
Hqj3(x) =
3∑
k=1
(
χk(x)− η˜
2
dk
δk(x)
)
bˆkj − cj(x)
3∑
k=1
qk
dk
δk(x), x ∈ R3. (38)
In the formulae (30), (32) through (34) and (36) through (38), the summation is performed over the sides Lk (k = 1, 2, 3) of
Eq and the source point x is arbitrary in R3.
Remark 2. With the explicit formulae (32)–(34) and (36)–(38), the local contributions to the influence matrices G and H
given by (24) and (25) are at most strongly-singular. Therefore, special attention must be paid to the singular cases when
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Ep = Eq, and when the triangles Ep and Eq share a common edge or vertex. However, in situations when the measure of
Ep ∩ Eq is zero in the sense of Lebesgue (meas(Ep ∩ Eq) = 0), i.e. when Ep ∩ Eq is either empty, a vertex or an edge, the
contributions Gpqij and H
pq
ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) can be effectively calculated by simply substituting xε with x ∈ Ep in the limit
in (25) leaving at most strongly-singular integrals.
4. Coincident case
In this situation, Ep = Eq and the components Cij of the transition matrix C ∈ R3×3, from the companion basis {e1, e2, e3}
of Eq to the basis {e′1, e′2, e′3} of Ep, defined in (23) are given as
Cij = δij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, (39)
where δij is the Kronecker delta. Moreover, the source point x = x˜ ∈ Ep, where x˜ is the orthogonal projection of x on theplane of Ep in the direction e3. Thus, one can conclude from (14) that
η˜ = 0. (40)
Furthermore, in the coordinate system {x; ξ, ζ , η˜} associated with Ep, it is seen from (16) that
cj = ψj(x), j = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ Ep. (41)
By construction, it is now clear that the limit to the boundary xε → x featured in (25) corresponds to the limit when the
source point x ∈ Ep approaches the surface Eq from above as 0 > η˜→ 0. This limit will be denoted as η˜→ 0−.
Theorem 4.1. In the coincident case, the local contributions to the influence matrices G and H can be evaluated respectively as
Gppij = −
1
2
∫
Ep
ψi(x) ψj(x) dΓx, H
pp
ij =
1
4pi
3∑
k=1
∫
Ep
ψi(x)
(
χk(x) bˆkj − ψj(x) δk(x)qk
)
dΓx, (42)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 are local indices associated with the vertices of the flat triangle Ep.
Proof. By use of (39) in (24) when Ep = Eq, the contributions Gppij and Hppij take the form
Gppij =
1
4pi
Gppij3, H
pp
ij =
1
4pi
Hppij3 . (43)
Since γk(x) is a regular function of η˜, one can verify from (29) that limη˜→0 γk(x) = 0. Thus,
lim
η˜→0−
γk(x) = 0, k = 1, 2, 3. (44)
Upon taking the limit from above η˜→ 0− in (34) and (38), making use of (30), (41), (44) and the definition of dk in (29), one
can write
lim
η˜→0−
Gpj3(x) = −ψj(x) θo(x), lim
η˜→0−
Hpj3(x) =
3∑
k=1
χk(x) bˆkj − ψj(x)
3∑
k=1
δk(x)
qk
, x ∈ Ep. (45)
One can now use (43) together with (45) in (25), and the fact that θo(x) = 2pi when x = x˜ ∈ Ep from (31), toestablish (42). 
Remark 3. It should be noted that the contributions Hppij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) given in (42) still remain strongly-singular as qk → 0
(k = 1, 2, 3), i.e., when x approaches the edges Lk of the flat triangle Ep. In fact, Hppij should be viewed as an improper integral.
Moreover, Hppij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) contain divergent termswhich cancel outwith the corresponding terms from the edge-adjacent
case.
4.1. Analytic integration
Owing to the recursive representation of Hppij along the edges Lk as specified in Theorem 4.1, one can compute, without
loss of generality, Hppij on edge L1 and obtain the contributions from the remaining edges L2 and L3 by cyclic permutation of
the edges of Ep. To this end, consider the local coordinate system {y1; ξ, ζ }with origin at vertex y1 of Ep ≡ Eq such that the
ξ -axis is aligned with L1 as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this setting, {y1; e1, e2} is the corresponding reference on the plane of Ep
denoted as PEp . In {y1; e1, e2}, the position vector R ∈ PEp of an arbitrary point x ∈ PEp can be computed as
R = x− y1 = ξ e1 + ζ e2. (46)
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In particular, the position vectors R j of the vertices y j (j = 2, 3) of Ep can be calculated as
R2 = y2 − y1 = b e1, R3 = y3 − y1 = c e1 + a e2, (47)
where R 3 b > 0 is the base of the triangle Ep ≡ Eq or the length of the edge L1; the parameter R 3 a > 0 is the height of
Ep in {y1; e1, e2}, and c ∈ R is the relative position of the third vertex y3 in the oriented triplet {y1, y2, y3}. In addition, the
shape functions ψj (j = 1, 2, 3) given in (16) can be expressed here as
ψ1(ξ , ζ ) = −ξb +
c − b
a b
ζ + 1, ψ2(ξ , ζ ) = ξb −
c
a b
ζ , ψ3(ξ , ζ ) = ζa . (48)
On employing the translation from {x; e1, e2} to the fixed reference {y1; e1, e2}, and taking into account (13), (40) and
(46)–(48), Hppij restricted only to side L1 can be specified from (42) by extracting the term involving k = 1. Hence, in {y1; ξ, ζ },
one can write
Hppij |L1 =
1
4pi
bˆ1j
∫
Ep
ψi(ξ , ζ ) χ(ξ, ζ )ds+ 14pi
∫
Ep
ψi(ξ , ζ ) ψj(ξ , ζ )
δ(ξ, ζ )
ζ
ds, i, j = 1, 2, 3. (49)
In deriving (49), α1 = 0 (see (26)) together with (28) were also utilized to reveal that
p11 = −ξ, p21 = b− ξ, q1 = −ζ . (50)
Moreover, the coefficients bˆ1j given in (35) read bˆ1j = −bj (j = 1, 2, 3). Thus,
bˆ11 = b− ca b , bˆ12 =
c
a b
, bˆ13 = −1a . (51)
Furthermore, (27) and (29) were employed to show that χ1(x) = χ(ξ, ζ ) and δ1(x) = δ(ξ, ζ ) so that
χ(ξ, ζ ) = ln
[
−ξ +
√
ξ 2 + ζ 2
]
− ln
[
b− ξ +
√
(b− ξ)2 + ζ 2
]
,
δ(ξ , ζ ) = − ξ√
ξ 2 + ζ 2 −
b− ξ√
(b− ξ)2 + ζ 2 .
With reference to Fig. 2(b) and (49), one can establish the following result:
Theorem 4.2. In the local coordinate system {y1; ξ, ζ }, aligned with the edge L1 of Ep,
Hppij |L1 =
1
4pi
Kij(a, b, c)+ 14pi fij(b) limε→0 ln ε, i, j = 1, 2, R 3 ε > 0, (52)
and
Hppi3 |L1 =
1
4pi
Ki3(a, b, c), H
pp
3i |L1 =
1
4pi
K3i(a, b, c), i = 1, 2, 3, (53)
where Kij is some analytic expression of the parameters, a, b, c, of the flat triangle Ep, and
f11 = f22 = 23b, f12 = f21 =
1
3
b. (54)
Proof. Indeed, the first integral in (49) is weakly-singular and can be carried out exactly as∫
Ep
ψi(ξ , ζ ) χ(ξ, ζ )ds =
∫ a
0
(∫ c−b
a ζ+b
c
a ζ
ψi(ξ , ζ ) χ(ξ, ζ )dξ
)
dζ , i = 1, 2, 3.
Next, one can also use brute force calculations for Hppi3 |L1 and Hpp3i |L1 (i = 1, 2, 3) since the strong singularity 1ζ along the
edge L1 (as ζ → 0) in the second integral of (49) is automatically eliminated by the shape function ψ3(ξ , ζ ) (see (48)). The
remaining integrals of (49) are improper integrals and can be evaluated by brute force integrations as∫
Ep
ψi(ξ , ζ ) ψj(ξ , ζ )
δ(ξ, ζ )
ζ
ds = lim
ε→0
∫ a
ε
1
ζ
(∫ c−b
a ζ+b
c
a ζ
ψi(ξ , ζ ) ψj(ξ , ζ ) δ(ξ, ζ )dξ
)
dζ , i, j = 1, 2. 
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Fig. 3. Singular integration: (a) edge-adjacent case; (b) vertex-adjacent case.
Remark 4. Due to the length of the formulae, explicit expressions for the finite parts Kij(a, b, c) of H
pp
ij |L1 (i, j = 1, 2, 3)
are not provided here for brevity. In addition, the contributions Hppij |Lk from the remaining edge Lk (k = 2, 3) of Ep can be
directly obtained by (i) cyclically transitioning to the reference {yk; epk , eqk} using (26) where the unit vector epk is aligned
with the side Lk (see also Section 3.1), (ii) computing the triplet parameter (a, b, c) of Ep in every reference {yk; epk , eqk},
and (iii) employing the same formulae for Kij(a, b, c) and fij(b) as in (52)–(54). Lastly, it is easy to verify using (48) that G
pp
ij
expressed in (42) can be computed as
Gpp11 = Gpp22 = Gpp33 = −
a b
24
, Gpp12 = Gpp13 = Gpp23 = −
a b
48
.
5. Edge-adjacent case
In this situation, Ep and Eq share a common edge.Without loss of generality, orient the adjacent elements Ep and Eq so that
the shared edge coincides with side L1 =
[
y1, y2
]
of Eq and side L′1 =
[
x1, x2
]
of Ep (see e.g. Fig. 3(a)). With this arrangement
e′1 = −e1, y1 = x2, y2 = x1. (55)
By virtue of (55), the transition matrix C ∈ R3×3, from the companion basis {e1, e2, e3} of Eq to the basis {e′1, e′2, e′3} of Ep,
defined in (23) can be specified as
C =
(−1 0 0
0 C22 C23
0 C32 C33
)
. (56)
Moreover, one can demonstrate that
C22 C33 − C32 C23 = −1. (57)
Indeed, (57) can be established by expanding the vector product e′2 × e′3 = e′1 using (23), (55) and (56). Furthermore,
det C = 1. Hence C ∈ SO(3). In fact, C characterizes the clockwise rotation of the plane of Ep (PEp ) with respect to the plane
of Eq (PEq ) about an axis passing through the common edge L1 or L
′
1. Since Ep and Eq share a common edge L1 of Eq and the
source point x ∈ Ep, one can show the following:
Theorem 5.1. In the edge-adjacent case, the local contributions to the influence matrices G and H can be evaluated respectively
as
Gpqij =
1
4pi
[
Gpqij2 C23 + Gpqij3 C33
]
, Hpqij =
1
4pi
[
Hpqij2 C23 + Hpqij3 C33
]
, (58)
where
Gpqijl =
∫
Ep
ψi(x)G
q
jl(x) dΓx, H
pq
ijl =
∫
Ep
ψi(x)H
q
jl(x) dΓx, l = 2, 3; (59)
i, j = 1, 2, 3 are local indices associated with the vertices of the flat triangles Ep and Eq respectively; Gqjl(x) are given by (33), (34)
and Hqjl(x), x ∈ Ep are provided by (37) and (38).
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Fig. 4. Edge-adjacent integration: (a) contribution from edge L1 of Eq; (b) contribution from all edges of Eq .
Proof. Indeed, (58) can be established by using C13 = 0 from (56) in (24). Since meas(Ep ∩ Eq) = 0 and x is an interior point
of the triangle Ep, (59) is obtained by simply replacing xε with x in the limit in (25). 
Remark 5. In view of (33), (34), (37) and (38), the contributions Gpqij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) given by (58) and (59) are weakly-
singular, whereas Hpqij are strongly-singular as q1 → 0, i.e., when x approaches the common edge L1 of Eq. Much like the
coincident case, here Hpqij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) should be viewed as an improper integral.
Based on a successful coincident scheme, consider the coordinate system {y1; ξ, ζ , η} associated with Eq such that the
origin is located at vertex y1 of Eq and the ξ -axis is aligned with L1 as depicted in Fig. 2(b). In this setting, {y1; e1, e2, e3} is
an orthonormal companion reference of R3 and {y1; e1, e2} is the induced reference on PEq . In {y1; e1, e2, e3}, the position
vector R of an arbitrary point x ∈ R3 can be calculated as
R = x− y1 = ξ e1 + ζ e2 + η e3. (60)
On PEq , the position vectors R j of the vertices y j (j = 2, 3) of Eq are given as before by (47). Similarly, it is useful to introduce a
local coordinate system {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′, η′} associated with Ep such that the origin is situated at vertex x2 of Ep (x2 ≡ y1 see (55))
and the ξ ′-axis is aligned with L′1 as shown in Fig. 4(a). In this system, {x2; e′1, e′2, e′3} is a new orthonormal reference of R3
and {x2; e′1, e′2} is the induced reference on PEp . In {x2; e′1, e′2, e′3}, the position vector R′ of an arbitrary point x ∈ R3 can be
decomposed as
R ′ = x− x2 = ξ ′ e′1 + ζ ′ e′2 + η′ e′3. (61)
By construction, if x ∈ PEp , then η′ = 0. More specifically, the position vectors R ′j of the vertices xj (j = 1, 3) of Ep can be
expressed as
R ′1 = x1 − x2 = −b e′1, R ′3 = x3 − x2 = c ′ e′1 + a′ e′2, (62)
where again R 3 b > 0 is the base of the triangle Ep or the length of the edge L′1; the parameter R 3 a′ > 0 is the height of
Ep in {x2; e′1, e′2}, and c ′ ∈ R is the relative position of vertex x3 of Ep. Furthermore, for x ∈ PEp , it can be shown using (23),
(56), (60) and (61) with the conditions x2 ≡ y1 (see (55)) and η′ = 0 that
ξ = −ξ ′; ζ = C22 ζ ′; η = C32 ζ ′. (63)
Formula (63) will be used to convert any function defined on the triangle Ep in {ξ, ζ , η}-coordinate into a function expressed
in {ξ ′, ζ ′}-local-coordinate on Ep. Indeed, the functions cj (j = 1, 2, 3) introduced in (18) can be written in the local
coordinate system {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′} as
c1(ξ ′, ζ ′) = ξ
′
b
+ C22 c − ba b ζ
′ + 1, c2(ξ ′, ζ ′) = −ξ
′
b
− C22 ca b ζ
′, c3(ξ ′, ζ ′) = C22 ζ
′
a
, (64)
where a, b, c are the parameters of Eq defined via (47). To establish (64), one must first apply the translation from
{x; e1, e2, e3} to the fixed reference {y1; e1, e2, e3}, and make use of (13), (47) and (60) to show that
ξ1 = −ξ, ζ1 = −ζ ; ξ2 = b− ξ, ζ2 = −ζ ; ξ3 = c − ξ, ζ3 = a− ζ ; η˜ = −η. (65)
Next, (63) and (65) can now be used in (18) to prove (64). Further, the shape functions ψj (j = 1, 2, 3) defined in (16) can
also be expressed in {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′} as
ψ1(ξ
′, ζ ′) = −ξ
′
b
+ c
′
a′ b
ζ ′, ψ2(ξ ′, ζ ′) = ξ
′
b
− c
′ + b
a′ b
ζ ′ + 1, ψ3(ξ ′, ζ ′) = ζ
′
a′
. (66)
In these local coordinate systems, Gpqij and H
pq
ij given by (58) and (59) can be effectively carried out by (i) integrating
analytically the contributions from edge L1 of Eq without the terms containing θ(x), and (ii) integrating numerically the
contributions from the remaining edges L2 and L3 of Eq including the terms involving θ(x). Although composed with
functions γk(x) that are defined for every oriented edge Lk (k = 1, 2, 3) of Eq, the function θ(x) expressed in (30) should be
treated as a whole.
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5.1. Exact integration
To introduce the restriction to side L1 of G
pq
ij and H
pq
ij while omitting the terms containing θ(x), one must first extract
from (33), (34), (37) and (38) members involving k = 1 and use α1 = 0 (see (26)). Next, these integrands (see (59)) can
be expressed in {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′} by use of (50) and (63), η˜ = −η (see (65)) and the fact that (C22)2 + (C32)2 = 1 to reveal that
d1 = ζ ′2, χ1(x) = χ(ξ ′, ζ ′) and δ1(x) = δ(ξ ′, ζ ′), where
χ(ξ ′, ζ ′) = ln
[
ξ ′ +
√
ξ ′2 + ζ ′2
]
− ln
[
b+ ξ ′ +
√
(b+ ξ ′)2 + ζ ′2
]
,
δ(ξ ′, ζ ′) = ξ
′√
ξ ′2 + ζ ′2
− b+ ξ
′√
(b+ ξ ′)2 + ζ ′2
.
Now, by use of (58) and (59), the restriction of Gpqij to side L1 can be written in {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′} as
Gpqij |L1 = −
C23
4pi
∫
Ep
ψi(ξ
′, ζ ′) cj(ξ ′, ζ ′) χ(ξ ′, ζ ′)ds− C32C334pi bˆ1j
∫
Ep
ζ ′ψi(ξ ′, ζ ′) χ(ξ ′, ζ ′)ds, i, j = 1, 2, 3, (67)
where bˆ1j are given by (51). One can also employ the orthogonality condition C22 C23 + C32 C33 = 0, (57)–(59) to show that
the restriction of Hpqij to side L1 can be written in {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′} as
Hpqij |L1 =
C33
4pi
bˆ1j
∫
Ep
ψi(ξ
′, ζ ′) χ(ξ ′, ζ ′)ds− 1
4pi
∫
Ep
ψi(ξ
′, ζ ′) cj(ξ ′, ζ ′)
δ(ξ ′, ζ ′)
ζ ′
ds, i, j = 1, 2, 3. (68)
With reference to Fig. 4(a), (67) and (68), one can establish the following result:
Theorem 5.2. In the local coordinate system {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′}, aligned with the edge L′1 of Ep,
Gpqij |L1 =
1
4pi
Vij(a′, b, c ′), i, j = 1, 2, 3, (69)
Hpqij |L1 =
1
4pi
Keij(a
′, b, c ′)+ 1
4pi
f eij (b) lim
ε→0 ln ε, i, j = 1, 2, R 3 ε > 0, (70)
and
Hpqi3 |L1 =
1
4pi
Kei3(a
′, b, c ′), Hpq3i |L1 =
1
4pi
Ke3i(a
′, b, c ′), i = 1, 2, 3, (71)
where Vij and Keij are some analytic expressions of the parameters, a
′, b, c ′, of the flat triangle Ep, and
f e11 = f e22 = −
1
3
b, f e12 = f e21 = −
2
3
b. (72)
Proof. Indeed, integrals featured in (67) and the first integral of (68) are weakly-singular and can be computed directly, for
example, as∫
Ep
ψi(ξ
′, ζ ′) χ(ξ ′, ζ ′)ds =
∫ a′
0
(∫ c′
a′ ζ
′
c′+b
a′ ζ
′−b
ψi(ξ
′, ζ ′) χ(ξ ′, ζ ′)dξ ′
)
dζ ′, i = 1, 2, 3.
Next, one can also use straightforward integration procedures forHpqi3 |L1 andHpq3i |L1 (i = 1, 2, 3) since the strong singularity 1ζ ′
along the edge L′1 (as ζ ′ → 0) in the second integral of (68) is automatically annihilated by the function c3(ξ ′, ζ ′) (see (64)).
The remaining integrals of (68) are improper integrals and can be evaluated by brute force integrations as∫
Ep
ψi(ξ
′, ζ ′) cj(ξ ′, ζ ′)
δ(ξ ′, ζ ′)
ζ ′
ds = lim
ε→0
∫ a′
ε
1
ζ ′
(∫ c′
a′ ζ
′
c′+b
a′ ζ
′−b
ψi(ξ
′, ζ ′) cj(ξ ′, ζ ′) δ(ξ ′, ζ ′)dξ ′
)
dζ ′, i, j = 1, 2. 
Remark 6. Again, due to the length of the formulae, explicit expressions for the finite parts Vij(a′, b, c ′) of Gpqij |L1 and
Keij(a
′, b, c ′) of Hpqij |L1 (i, j = 1, 2, 3) are not provided in this paper. Moreover, it is now clear from (52), (54), (70), (72),
and the condition y1 = x2, y2 = x1 (see (55)) that the divergent terms in the coincident case cancel out with similar terms
in the edge-adjacent case. More specifically, Hpp11|L1 , Hpp22|L1 , Hpp12|L1 , Hpp21|L1 from the coincident case cancel respectively with
Hpq12|L1 , Hpq21|L1 , Hpq11|L1 , Hpq22|L1 from the edge-adjacent case.
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5.2. Numerical integration
The contributions to Gpqij and H
pq
ij from the remaining edges L2 and L3 of Eq including the integral terms involving θ(x)
can now be accurately computed since the major divergent integrals have been effectively dealt with on the common edge
L1. However, it is important to recognize that weak singularities still remain concentrated at vertices x1 and x2 of Ep. To
successfully carry out the remaining integrals, it is therefore necessary to split Ep = E ′p ∪ E ′′p into two closed and non-
overlapping sub-triangles such that E ′p and E ′′p are open flat triangles. With reference to Fig. 4(b), let xm = (x1 + x2)/2 be
the mid-point of the shared edge L′1 of Ep. With this decomposition, evaluation of the remaining integrals over E ′p can be
accomplished in {x2; ξ ′, ζ ′} by (i) removing the singularities (if any) with the following Duffy transformation
ξ ′ = x (c ′ − (c ′ + b/2) y) ; ζ ′ = a′x(1− y), (73)
where 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, and (ii) using a product Gaussian quadrature rule to complete the numerical integration. Indeed, a
typical singular integral obtained from (38) and (59) can be transformed via (73) as
Iij =
∫
E′p
ψi(x) cj(x)
q3
d3
δ3(x) dΓx = a
′ b
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
xψi(x, y) cj(x, y)
q3
d3
δ3(x, y)dxdy, (74)
where the shape functions ψi(x, y) are given by (66), (73), and cj(x, y) are provided by (64) and (73). Upon denoting by
ξˆ = c ′ − (c ′ + b/2) y and ζˆ = a′ (1− y), it can be shown using (26) through (29), (63) and (73) that
p13 = x pˆ13; q3 = x qˆ3; η˜ = x ηˆ; d3 = x2dˆ3; ρ1 = x ρˆ1, (75)
where dˆ3 =
(
qˆ3
)2 + (ηˆ)2 with ηˆ = −C32 ζˆ and
pˆ13 = ξˆ cosα3 − C22 ζˆ sinα3; qˆ3 = −ξˆ sinα3 − C22 ζˆ cosα3; ρˆ1 =
√
(ξˆ )2 + (ζˆ )2.
Note that ρˆ1 > 0 and dˆ3 > 0 for all y ∈ [0, 1]. By use of (75) in (29), δ3 can be efficiently calculated as
δ3(x, y) ≡ p
3
3
ρ3
− p
1
3
ρ1
= p
3
3
ρ3
− pˆ
1
3
ρˆ1
.
In addition, the apparent strongly-singular term q3/d3 can be weakened via (75) to qˆ3/(x dˆ3). Thus, (75) can be employed to
convert (74) into an integral in which the integrand is at least continuous as
Iij = a
′ b
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
ψi(x, y) cj(x, y)
qˆ3
dˆ3
(
p33
ρ3
− pˆ
1
3
ρˆ1
)
dxdy. (76)
Lastly, (76) can be approximated via a product Gaussian rule to any prescribed accuracy as
Iij ≈ a
′ b
2
NG∑
k=1
NG∑
l=1
wkwl gij(xl, yk), (77)
where NG is the number of Gauss points; {xk}NG1 or {yk}NG1 and wk are, for example, the usual Gauss–Legendre quadrature
points and weights in the interval [0, 1]; gij(x, y) is the integrand of (76).
In a similar manner, evaluation of the remaining integrals over E ′′p can be carried out in {x1; ξ ′, ζ ′} by first eliminating
the singularities (if any) with the following Duffy transformation
ξ ′ = x (b/2+ (c ′ + b/2) y) ; ζ ′ = a′x y, (78)
where 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, and using a product Gaussian integration rule.
6. Vertex-adjacent case
In this situation, Ep and Eq share a common vertex. Without loss of generality, orient the adjacent elements Ep and Eq so
that the shared vertex coincides with vertex y1 of Eq and vertex x1 of Ep as shown in Fig. 3(b). With this arrangement
y1 = x1. (79)
On account of (23) and (79), the transitionmatrix C ∈ R3×3 characterizes a rotation inR3 about the common vertex y1 = x1.
Thus, C ∈ SO(3). Since the source point x ∈ Ep, one can establish the following:
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Theorem 6.1. In the vertex-adjacent and non-singular cases, the local contributions to the influence matrices G and H can be
evaluated respectively as
Gpqij =
1
4pi
[
Gpqij1 C13 + Gpqij2 C23 + Gpqij3 C33
]
, Hpqij =
1
4pi
[
Hpqij1 C13 + Hpqij2 C23 + Hpqij3 C33
]
, (80)
where
Gpqijl =
∫
Ep
ψi(x)G
q
jl(x) dΓx, H
pq
ijl =
∫
Ep
ψi(x)H
q
jl(x) dΓx, l = 1, 2, 3; (81)
i, j = 1, 2, 3 are local indices associated with the vertices of the flat triangles Ep and Eq respectively; Gqjl(x) are given by (32)–(34)
and Hqjl(x), x ∈ Ep are provided by (36)–(38).
Proof. Indeed, (80) is simply a reiteration of (24). Since meas(Ep ∩ Eq) = 0 and x is an interior point of the triangle Ep, (81)
is obtained from (25) by merely replacing xε with x in the limit. 
Remark 7. In the vertex-adjacent case, i.e. when Ep ∩ Eq = {x1}, the Galerkin integrals Gpqij and Hpqij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) expressed
by (80), (81) give rise to weakly-singular integrals as the source point x ∈ Ep approaches the common vertex x1 of Ep.
6.1. Numerical integration
Based on a successful numerical integration procedure for the edge-adjacent case, the computation of the contributions
Gpqij and H
pq
ij in the vertex-adjacent case can be carried out by a Duffy transformation to remove concentrated weak
singularities at the common vertex x1 of Ep, followed by a product Gaussian quadrature rule. To this end, consider again
the local coordinate system {y1; ξ, ζ , η} associated with Eq such that the origin is located at vertex y1 of Eq and the ξ -axis
is aligned with L1 as displayed in Fig. 2(b). Similarly, introduce a local coordinate system {x1; ξ ′, ζ ′, η′} associated with Ep
such that the origin is situated at vertex x1 of Ep and the ξ ′-axis is aligned with L′1. In the induced companion reference
{x1; e′1, e′2, e′3}, the position vector R ′ of an arbitrary point x ∈ R3 can be calculated as
R ′ = x− x1 = ξ ′ e′1 + ζ ′ e′2 + η′ e′3. (82)
By construction, the triangle Ep lies in the ξ ′ζ ′-plane (PEp ) that is characterized by η′ = 0. As in the edge-adjacent case, one
can introduce the parameters a′, b′, c ′ of Ep as
R ′2 = x2 − x1 = b′ e′1, R ′3 = x3 − x1 = c ′ e′1 + a′ e′2, (83)
where R 3 b′ > 0 is the base of the triangle Ep or the length of the edge L′1; the parameter R 3 a′ > 0 is the height of Ep in
{x1; e′1, e′2}, and c ′ ∈ R is the relative position of vertex x3. Moreover, for x ∈ PEp , it can be shown using (23), (60), (79), (82)
and the condition η′ = 0 that
ξ = C11 ξ ′ + C12 ζ ′; ζ = C21 ξ ′ + C22 ζ ′; η = C31 ξ ′ + C32 ζ ′. (84)
Formula (84) will be used to convert any function defined on the triangle Ep in {ξ, ζ , η}-coordinate into a function expressed
in {ξ ′, ζ ′}-local-coordinate on Ep. Indeed, (65) can be employed in (18) to specify, for example, the functions cj (j = 1, 2, 3)
in {y1; ξ, ζ , η} as
c1(ξ , ζ ) = −ξb +
c − b
a b
ζ + 1, c2(ξ , ζ ) = ξb −
c
a b
ζ , c3(ξ , ζ ) = ζa , (85)
where a, b, c are the parameters of Eq introduced in (47). Furthermore, the shape functions ψj (j = 1, 2, 3) defined in (16)
can be expressed directly in {x1; ξ ′, ζ ′} as
ψ1(ξ
′, ζ ′) = −ξ
′
b′
+ c
′ − b′
a′ b′
ζ ′ + 1, ψ2(ξ ′, ζ ′) = ξ
′
b′
− c
′
a′ b′
ζ ′, ψ3(ξ ′, ζ ′) = ζ
′
a′
. (86)
In the local coordinate system {x1; ξ ′, ζ ′}, the contributions Gpqij and Hpqij given by (80) and (81) can be successfully
evaluated by first applying the following Duffy transformation
ξ ′ = x (b′ + (c ′ − b′) y) ; ζ ′ = a′x y (87)
with 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1 to remove the weak singularities (if any), and using a product Gaussian integration rule.
Analogous to the edge-adjacent case discussed in Section 5.2, it can be shown using the transformation (87) and its
Jacobian a′ b′ x that singular terms such as q1/d1 and q3/d3 featured in Hpqij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) can be completely annihilated
resulting in non-singular integrals with regular integrands.
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Table 1
Mixed problem on a standard cube. (Time in seconds).
N NE Time eu βu et βt
Standard cube: NG1 = 20, NG2 = 7, NG3 = 4
486 768 4 2.113× 10−3 – 5.890× 10−3 –
2646 4800 135 3.484× 10−4 2.127 1.489× 10−3 1.623
5400 10092 591 1.669× 10−4 2.063 8.520× 10−4 1.565
7350 13872 1114 1.219× 10−4 2.038 6.717× 10−4 1.542
10086 19200 2144 8.807× 10−5 2.054 5.281× 10−4 1.520
14406 27648 4469 6.133× 10−5 2.030 4.020× 10−4 1.531
Remark 8. The semi-analytic integration scheme elucidated herein is very effective when considering singular situations
featured in the Galerkin treatment of hypersingular BIEs for potential problems. However, for an accurate solution of a
complete boundary-value problem associatedwith the Laplace equation, the non-singular case is still full of difficulties even
with the use of analytic expressions as proposed in Theorem 6.1. In reality, the non-singular case should be decomposed
into a nearly-singular (or quasi-singular) case, and a well-separated case. In the Galerkin approach, a non-singular integral
such as those expressed in (6), (7) or (81) can be classified as nearly-singular if
0 < Dpq = dist(Ep, Eq)max{diam(Ep), diam(Eq)} < 1, (88)
and well separated if Dpq ≥ 1. Here dist(Ep, Eq) is the distance between the interacting elements Ep and Eq; diam(Eq) is
the diameter of the triangle Eq. In the well-separated case, the contributions G
pq
ij and H
pq
ij given by (80) and (81) can be
accurately evaluated to any precision by use of standard quadrature rules (see e.g. [16,17]). In the nearly-singular case, Gpqij
andHpqij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) can also be accurately and efficiently computed bymeans of a Duffy transformation and an adaptation
of a sinh transformation proposed in [18]. Simply note that the nearly-singular treatment of Galerkin integrals is a subject
of an entire article on its own (see, e.g. [19]) and will not be further discussed in this paper.
7. Results
With reference to a Cartesian coordinate system {0; x1, x2, x3}, the performance of the foregoing semi-analytic treatment
of Galerkin surface integrals can be best illustrated by solving twomixed boundary-value problems and one interior Dirichlet
problem for the Laplace equation based on an oscillatory harmonic function
u(x1, x2, x3) = ex1 sin x3 + ex3 cos x2. (89)
The sought boundary flux is calculated as t = n · ∇u, where n is the unit outward normal on the surface Γ of the domain of
interestΩ and
∇u = (ex1 sin x3,−ex3 sin x2, ex1 cos x3 + ex3 cos x2). (90)
This analytic flux is compared against an approximated counterpart so that the accuracy on the surface flux is characterized
by et = ‖t−te‖‖te‖ , where t is the computed flux at all boundary nodes on Γ , and te is a vector whose components represent the
exact flux evaluated at all boundary points on Γ ; ‖ · ‖ is the usual Euclidean vector norm inRN , where N is the total number
of boundary unknowns. In addition to et , the accuracy of the mixed boundary-value problem is also specified by the error
on the boundary potential eu = ‖u−ue‖‖ue‖ , where ue and u are the exact and computed potentials at all boundary nodes on Γ .
With the error estimates e1 and e2 between two consecutive discretizations of Γ , one can calculate an experimental rate of
convergence of the foregoing direct approach as β = 2 ln(e2/e1)/ ln(N1/N2), where N1 and N2 are the respective number of
nodes onΓ [20]. In all tables in this section,NE is the total number of triangles onΓ ;NG1 ,NG2 ,NG3 are respectively the number
of Gauss–Legendre quadrature points in [0, 1] for the edge-adjacent and vertex-adjacent integrations, the nearly-singular
case, and thewell-separated integration.Moreover, the dense linear system (8) is solved iteratively via the BiCGSTAB(3) [21]
without preconditioner. In doing so, the relative tolerance on the BiCGSTAB(3) solver is set to 10−7. Results of this section
are computed on a single Intel processor running at 2.4 GHz with 4 MB L2 cache and a total of 4 GB memory.
7.1. Mixed problem on a standard cube
In this example, consider a mixed boundary-value problem for the Laplace equation in the standard cube Ω =
{(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 : 0 < x1, x2, x3 < 1}. The potential (89) is given on the face {x1 = 0, 0 ≤ x2, x3 ≤ 1}, and the flux
t = n · ∇u is specified on the remaining faces, where ∇u is expressed via (90).
On employing several mesh refinements consisting of right-angled triangles (see Fig. 1(Left)), results of this mixed
problem can be seen in Table 1 in terms of the total execution time (Time) expressed in seconds, relative error on the
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Table 2
Mixed problem on a cylindrical tube. (Time in seconds).
N NE Time eu βu et βt
Cylindrical tube: NG1 = 20, NG2 = 7, NG3 = 4
248 400 2 3.802× 10−1 – 1.444× 10−1 –
896 1600 18 1.140× 10−1 1.875 8.133× 10−2 0.894
3392 6400 262 3.203× 10−2 1.907 3.095× 10−2 1.451
13184 25600 4178 8.571× 10−3 1.942 1.174× 10−2 1.428
boundary potential (eu), approximate rate of convergence of the boundary potential (βu), relative error on the boundary
flux (et ), and approximate rate of convergence of the boundary flux (βt ). The use of piecewise linear shape functions in
this investigation guarantees that there is no error in the approximation of the surface geometry of the cube. As expected,
Table 1 reveals that the convergence rate of the foregoing semi-analytic method is 2 for the boundary potential and 1.5 for
the boundary flux in the L2 norm.
7.2. Mixed problem on a cylindrical tube
Consider amixed boundary-value problem for the Laplace equation in a cylindrical tubeΩ centered at (0, 0, 0) such that
Ω = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 : 2 <
√
x21 + x22 < 4, − 5 < x3 < 5}. On the boundary Γ , the potential (89) is prescribed on the
top face {2 ≤
√
x21 + x22 ≤ 4, x3 = 5}, and the flux t = n · ∇u is given on the remaining surface components of Γ , where
∇u is specified via (90).
In this example, the surface geometry can no longer be exactly represented by piecewise linear shape functions.
Nonetheless, it can be shown that convergence rates of the ensuing algorithm in the L2 norm are approximately 2 for
the boundary potential and 1.5 for the surface flux. To this end, it is useful to start the numerical experiment with some
coarse discretization of the surface of the cylindrical tube containing only few triangles (level 0). The discretization of the
boundary of the cylindrical tube at level k (k = 1, 2, 3, . . .) is constructed by (i) subdividing each triangle of the surface
mesh at level k − 1 into four sub-triangles via the introduction of new boundary nodes at mid-points of each edge at level
k− 1, and (ii) mapping the new boundary nodes on the surface of the cylindrical tube. By construction, the set of boundary
nodes at level k contains all previously generated surface nodes. The triangulation at level 1 is illustrated in Fig. 1(Middle).
The results of this mixed problem are shown in Table 2 for only three levels of refinement. One could not go beyond
25600 triangles due to the 4 GB computer memory limit. It is however possible to perform the numerical experiment with
the next level of refinement containing 102400 triangles using fast algorithms [20,22,23] well within the 4 GB memory
limit. The results on Table 2 are again presented in terms of the total execution time (Time) expressed in seconds, relative
error (eu) and estimated convergence rate (βu) on the boundary potential, relative error (et ) and approximate convergence
rate (βt ) on the boundary flux.
7.3. Interior Dirichlet problem on a unit sphere
To further illustrate that the rate of convergence of the proposed semi-analytic method is approximately 1.5 for the
boundary flux in the L2 norm, consider an interior Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation on a unit sphere centered at
(0, 0, 0) such thatΩ = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 : x21 + x22 + x23 < 1}. Everywhere on Γ = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 : x21 + x22 + x23 = 1},
the potential is prescribed using (89). The sought boundary flux can be verified via t = n · ∇u, where n = (x1, x2, x3) and
∇u is expressed by (90).
Similarly to the previous example, triangulations of the unit sphere are constructed via hierarchical refinements of an
initial coarse mesh. Namely, starting with an initial coarse triangulation, the current discretization of the unit sphere is
obtained by subdividing each triangle of the previous surfacemesh into four sub-triangles andmapping the newly generated
nodes at mid-points of the edges of the previous triangulation on the sphere. Again, surface discretization at level 1 is
depicted in Fig. 1(Right).
Results of the foregoing interior Dirichlet problem are given in Table 3 for different discretizations. Results with an
additional level of refinement featuring 4×24 064 surface triangles could not be obtained due to the 4 GB limit on computer
memory. As can be seen from the table, the approximate rate of convergence for the boundary flux (βt ) is roughly 1.5 in the
L2 norm.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, a semi-analytic treatment of hypersingular boundary integral equations of potential theory is investigated
within the framework of a Galerkin approximation. On employing isoparametric, piecewise linear shape functions, the
inner integration scheme is calculated exactly as analytic formulae over the edges of the integration triangle. In the
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Table 3
Interior Dirichlet problem on a unit sphere. (Time in seconds).
N NE Time et βt
Unit sphere: NG1 = 30, NG2 = 7, NG3 = 4
49 94 0 2.975× 10−2 –
190 376 2 9.656× 10−3 1.661
754 1504 19 3.323× 10−3 1.548
3010 6016 241 1.166× 10−3 1.513
12034 24064 3620 4.149× 10−4 1.491
outer integration procedure, closed-form formulae are derived for the coincident integration. The divergent terms in the
coincident and edge-adjacent integrations are explicitly identified and are shown to cancel out when all integrals are
assembled to form the Galerkin matrices. In addition, the limit to the boundary approach employed in this study makes
the need for Cauchy principal value and Hadamard finite part definitions unnecessary.
The foregoing methodology has also been applied to singular boundary integral equations of potential theory involving
Green’s function (monopole kernel) and its gradient (dipole kernel). The current semi-analytic approach can be extended to
the Lamé equation in linear isotropic elasticity.
Sample problems have demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is accurate, robust and stable.
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